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36. NEEDLELESS CONNECTORS

Glossary

Standard

Practice Recommendations
A.  

1. 

2. 

3. 

B. 

1. 

a. Negative displacement–flush, clamp, disconnect
b. Positive displacement–flush, disconnect, clamp
c. Neutral and antireflux–no specific sequence required. 

2. 

3. 

C. 

D. 
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36.1 A luer-locking needleless connector is used to connect syringes and/or 
administration sets to a VAD hub or other injection site to eliminate use of 
needles and reduce needlestick injuries.

Use a needleless connector attached directly to the VAD hub, the 
female hub of an attached extension set, or an injection site on an 
administration set to facilitate intermittent infusion of solutions and 
medications. The primary purpose of needleless connectors is to 
eliminate the use of needles when connecting administration sets 
and/or syringes to the VAD or injection sites and reduce subsequent 
needlestick injuries and exposure to bloodborne pathogens.

For continuous infusion, the clinical outcomes for use of needleless 
connectors as an additional add-on device between the VAD and the 
administration set are unknown.
Ensure that all luer-locking connections are secure to prevent 
inadvertent disconnections and leaks in the infusion system.
Avoid using a needleless connector for red blood cell (RBC) transfu-
sion and when continuous infusion of rapid flow rates of crystalloid 
solutions is required. In vitro testing with negative, neutral, and 
positive needleless connectors demonstrates the greatest reduction 
in flow rates through large-bore catheters. Negative clinical 
outcomes might result when therapies with rapid flow rates are 
impeded.1-6 (V)

Know the internal mechanism for fluid displacement of the needleless 
connector in use (eg, negative or positive displacement, neutral, or 
antireflux). Follow manufac-turers’ directions for use for flushing, 
clamping, and disconnection. The category names of needleless 
con-nectors are derived from clinical application of their functionality; 
however, there are no established criteria from device regulatory 
agencies that determine which device is assigned to each category.

Needleless Connector. A device that allows the connection of the male luer 
tip of a syringe or administration set directly to the hub of a vascular 
access device (VAD) or other injection sites on the infusion system without 
the use of needles; bidirectional fluid flow occurs within the device; 
includes a variety of mechanisms (eg, mechanical valve, internal blunt 
cannula, pressure sensitive valve) categorized by how they function, 
although there are no established criteria for which devices fall into 
each group. All needleless connectors allow some fluid movement and 
blood reflux upon connection, disconnection, or both.

Anti-Reflux. Contains a 3-position pressure-activated silicone valve that 
opens and closes based on infusion pressure; a specific clamping 
sequence is not required.

In the absence of manufacturer directions, consider the reported 
reflux volume for each type and use the following sequence:

Standardize the type of needleless connector within the organiza-
tion to reduce the risk for confusion about these steps and improve 
clinical outcomes.
Fluid reflux is documented by in vitro studies in all types of needle-
less connectors, with quantities rang-ing from 0.02 to 50.37 μL. 
Negative displacement devices produce the greatest volume of 
reflux, and antireflux devices containing a bidirectional, pressure 
-sensitive valve have the least amount of reflux. Due to the internal 
mechanism, positive displacement devices have the greatest 
volume of reflux at connection, while the greatest amount of reflux 
occurs at disconnection for all other types of needleless connec-
tors.2,7-10 (V)

Many additional factors, such as body movement, respirations, syringe 
plunger rebound, and coughing, cause changes within a catheter lumen 
that can allow blood to move into the lumen. The time required for 
undisturbed blood to coagulate inside a catheter lumen and the 
minimum volume of blood that would cause lumen occlusion are 
unknown. Smaller catheter lumens will allow for blood to reflux for a 
greater distance into the lumen.8 (V)
The type of needleless connector that produces the least amount of 
thrombotic VAD lumen occlusion remains controversial and requires 
further study. The quantity and frequency of thrombolytic drugs used 
for catheter clearance have been used as surrogates for monitoring 
VAD lumen occlusion and correlated to the type of needleless connec-
tor in use.8,11,12 (IV)
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• Negative Displacement. Allows blood reflux into the VAD lumen upon 
disconnection due to movement of valve mechanism or withdrawal of 
the luer tip of a syringe or administration set requiring the specific 
sequence of flushing, clamping, and then disconnection of the syringe.

• Neutral. Contains an internal mechanism designed to reduce blood reflux 
into the VAD lumen upon connection or disconnection however the 
sequence of flushing, clamping, and disconnecting the syringe may 
improve patency.

• Positive Displacement. Allows blood reflux on connection and disconnec-
tion; a small amount of fluid is held inside the device that displaces 
intraluminal blood upon disconnection of the set or syringe; requires a 
specific sequence of flushing, disconnecting syringe, and then clamping.

Needleless System. A device that does not use needles for (1) the collection 
of bodily fluids or withdrawal of body fluids after initial venous or arterial 
access is established; (2) the administration of medication or solutions; or 
(3) any other procedure involving the potential for occupa-tional exposure 
to bloodborne pathogens due to percu-taneous injuries from contaminated 
sharps.


